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Useful vocabulary  

hard, soft, pour, flow, pile, pool, surface, horizontal, runny, 
viscous, sticky, grain, powder, ice, water, temperature, cool, cooling, 
warm, warming, hot, degree Celsius, melt, melting, freeze, 
freezing, solidify, solidifying, heating, states of matter, change of 
state, melting point, freezing point, process, air, carbon dioxide, 
helium, oxygen, bubbles, empty, particle, weight, compress, squash, 
shape, volume, dry, evaporate, evaporation, water vapour, boil, 
boiling, boiling point, steam, thermometer, data logger, sensor, 
droplets, condense, condensation, water, droplets, cycle, model, snow, 
expand, scale, calibrate, heat sensitive, sensor, observe, measure, 
fair test, variable, collect, present, interpret, data, axis, scale, 
interval, control, keep the same, evidence, annotate, accuracy, 
describe, explain, evaluate, reliable, repeatable 

 

New Knowledge (what we are going to learn) 

- Materials can be solids, liquids or gases  

- All materials have mass  

- Some materials change state when heated or cooled Heating causes melting and 

evaporation Removing heat causes condensing and solidifying (freezing)  

- Liquids and gases expand when they are heated. 

- The water  cyc le  shows how water in the environment evaporates into the air 
then the warm air cools as it rises leading to condensation and the formation of 
clouds. Water droplets in the clouds fall as rain (or as snow or hail if cooled 
below freezing point). The water returns to the sea via streams, lakes and rivers 
to continue the cycle.  
 

Prior knowledge (what we all ready know)   

- Materials can be sorted into groups according to their 

observable properties  

- The shape of some solid materials can be changed by a 

contact force acting on them  

 

Whole-school definition of science 

Sc ience is a way to understand our 

world by carefully thinking about it and 

testing our guesses with observations and 

experiments. 

Enquiry 

Grouping and classifying 

Setting up simple practical enquiries, 

comparative and fair tests. 

Working scientifically 

Observations and explain what they show 

Measure changes over time 

Classify materials and record their 

sorting using Venn diagrams 

. 

In a state  New vocabulary 

Sol id s - retain their shape unless a force is applied to them, for example 

to cut or shape them. 

L iquids  - when transferred from place to place take the shape of the 

container they are in but do not change in volume (although children will 

learn later in the module that hea t ing  causes expansion ). 

Gases  -  change in shape and volume to fill the space they are in. The 

particles in a gas are wide apart and move freely so, under pressure, the 

gas will take up less space. 

Chang es of sta t e - occur as a result of heat ing or coo l ing. 

Mel t ing - is the change from solid to liquid caused by heating. 

Fre ez ing or s o l idifying -  is the change from liquid to solid caused by 

cooling. 

Evaporat ion - is the change from liquid to gas. In the case of water 

the gas is called water vapour. 

Boi l ing - is a change from liquid to gas when the liquid is heated to a 

specific temperature known as its boiling point. 

Condensa tion is the change from gas to liquid at temperatures between 

its boiling and freezing points. 

Wate r cyc l e  - is the path that all water follows as it moves around 

Earth in different states. 

 


